
Beauty of minimalist aesthetic! Gudee brings new collection to 

MAISON&OBJET 2020 

 

Lifestyle brand Gudee bring its original design products to M&O Paris show, 17-21 January 

2020. Gudee continuously enhances the craftsmanship of bamboo and level up its possibility 

in curved shape and aesthetic pleasure. Abstract concept and modern style illustrate the 

simple and flowing shape of home accessories. Welcome to visit Hall 4 D17. 

 

Gudee displays new collection of tabletop storages. From home office, bedroom to hallway, 

you can surely find these goodies very useful. Bamboo made JULI jewelry box is elegant and 

lightweight. Double-layer box provides efficient way to store small trinkets. FLIP bookends 

add some style and extra support to your tabletop and bookcase. Simple flip structure turns 

this flat piece into a sturdy and modern item. This design piece will show your unique taste. 

 

UROKI series has expended from laundry hamper to commuter bag, cooler tote and toiletry 

bag. You can enjoy its functional with natural style from the balance of bamboo and greyscale 

fabric. Gudee has also launched an upgraded version of classic X-frame BUTTERFLY 

hamper. Now has 3 colors of bags for easy carry. 

 

Find more details on Gudee website at www.gudeelife.com 

 (JULI Jewelry box with mirror)

 (FLIP Bookends) 



 (UROKI bag collection and hooks) 

 (BUTTERFLY II hamper and 

furniture) 

 

About Gudee 

Gudee was born in 2017. Our corporate headquarters provides design and manufacture 

service to many international houseware brands. We are the pioneer of bamboo and fabric 

mixing style. With 40 years mature experience, the quality of products has received 

recognition in the market. We place great emphasis on originality in our design products and 

has taken out hundreds of patents. The mission of Gudee is to Create Smart Design for Your 

Better Lifestyle. Our products not only provide better solutions, but warm up home spaces 

with natural materials. By using eco-friendly material - bamboo, we reduce waste to achieve 

the goal of sustainability and corporate social responsibility. 

 


